The odd-odd 58 Co nucleus has been studied with the 51 V( 10 B, p2n) reaction at 33 MeV and 36 MeV incident energy using the γ -spectrometer Saci-Pererê. Excited states up to 8.0 MeV and spin up to 11 + have been observed. DSAM lifetimes for 13 excited states were measured. The results are compared to shell model calculations using the GXPF1 effective interaction, developed for use in the fp shell.
Introduction
Nuclei close to doubly magic shell closures have been the object of extensive experimental and theoretical investigations [1] [2] [3] . Spectroscopic data from these nuclei provide essential information for the parameter sets of spherical shell model calculations and apply severe constraints on the outcome of such calculations and, consequently, define the effective nuclear forces. At the N = Z = 28 shell closure, the gap is relatively small so that particle-hole excitations across it have relatively low energies. For shell model calculations around this magic number, 56 Ni has often been assumed as an inert core. However, it has been shown that this core is rather soft and only a very limited description is provided by the closed-shell model for the magic number 28 [4] . These structures were successfully described for N or Z = 28 nuclei only after considering the existence of significant core-excitations in low-lying non-yrast states as well as in high-spin yrast states [3] .
In this study, we present new results on excited states of 58 Co, thus enriching the systematics of the nuclear structure along the N = 31 chain. This nucleus has three particles and one hole coupled to the 56 Ni core and has been studied so far with proton and α particle induced reactions [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, very little was known regarding its high-spin structure.
Experimental procedure
The 58 Co nuclei were produced with the fusion-evaporation reaction 51 V( 10 B, p2n) at 33 MeV bombarding energy, with the 8 MV Pelletron accelerator of the University of São Paulo (USP). The target consisted of a stack of three self-supporting natural 51 V foils of 200 µg cm −2 . For DSAM lifetime measurements the same reaction was used at 36 MeV beam energy with a 0.77 mg cm −2 51 V foil on Pb backing. Gamma-gamma-charged particle coincidences were measured with the Saci-Pererê γ -ray spectrometer. Saci [8] (Sistema Ancilar de Cintiladores) is a 4π -charged particle system consisting of 11 plastic phoswich scintillator E-E telescopes. Pererê [9] (Pequeno Espectrômetro de Radiação Eletromagnética com Rejeição de Espalhamento) is a γ -array spectrometer composed of four GeHP detectors with BGO Compton shields. Two Compton suppressed GeHP detectors were placed at 37
• and two at 101
• with respect to the beam direction. Events were collected when at least two HPGe detectors fired in coincidence. A total of 48 × 10 6 Compton suppressed γ -γ events were collected for the thin target experiment and about 20 × 10 6 for the thick target experiment. γ -ray energy and efficiency calibrations were made with 56 Co, 133 Ba and 152 Eu sources. The thin target data have been Doppler corrected and sorted into symmetrized γ -γ , and proton-gated γ -γ matrices. Background-subtracted spectra generated from these matrices were used to construct the level scheme of 58 Co using the Radware software package [10] . The γ -ray transitions belonging to 58 Co were identified by setting gates on 1p charged particle fold. γ -rays from 57 Co, which is the main contaminant channel in the 1p-gated spectra, were identified from previous work [11] . The assignment of the spins to the 58 Co levels was based on the DCO ratios. We have assumed only positive parity states since the shell model does not predict negative parity states in 58 Co within the excitation energy and spin limits of this work. In order to effect the lifetime analysis, data were sorted into two γ -γ matrices having on the first axis the detectors at 37
• and 101
• , respectively, and on the second axis, any of the other three detectors. We used the LINESHAPE code to extract the lifetimes of the excited states [12] . This code was modified in order to include the recoil spread due to particle emission [13] . The Northcliffe-Schilling parametrization corrected for atomic shell effects was adopted for the electronic stopping power [14] .
Experimental results
The level scheme extending up to an excitation energy of about 8.0 MeV and spin I π = 11 + has been proposed based on the coincidence relationships, intensity balance on each level, and energy sums from different paths using the 1p-gated matrix (see figure 1) . A total of 47 new γ -transitions de-populating 37 new excited states were observed. The level energies are referred to the low-lying 2 + state previously known [15] . In figure 2 an example of a gated γ spectrum, obtained from the γ -γ matrix, is shown. Thirteen DSAM lifetimes were determined. Two examples of lineshape analysis for transitions depopulating the excited levels are displayed in figure 3 . 
Shell model calculations
In order to understand the observed structure, spherical shell model calculations have been performed with the MSHELL [16] and Antoine codes [17] . We have used the model space and the residual interaction named GXPF1, developed for the description of fp-nuclei [3, 18] . The calculation with the GXPF1 interaction was performed in the full fp shell with up to eight particle excitations from the 1f 7/2 orbital to the 1p 3/2 , 1f 5/2 and 1p 1/2 orbitals. Both shell model codes produced very similar results [19] . In order to achieve correspondence between (4) 20(2) 0.055 (9) 0.08 1161 (1) 7 (2) (1) 943.95(7) 100 0.090(9) 0.74 (7) a (τ = 0.20 state. The correspondence for this state was done with the third calculated 7 + state.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the level structure of the odd-odd 58 Co nucleus, populated with a heavy ion fusion-evaporation reaction, was measured for the first time. Levels up to 8 MeV and spin J = 11 + and DSAM lifetimes of 13 excited states in 58 Co were measured. The shell model calculations with the GXPF1 residual interaction reproduce well the experimental levels and five lifetime values, considering the existence of significant core-excitations. The levels are characterized by high configuration mixing with a prevalence of the π f 
